Treatment response to preoperative anthracycline-based chemotherapy in locally advanced breast cancer: the relevance of proliferation and apoptosis rates.
Objectives were to evaluate the relevance of proliferating fraction (Ki-67) along with apoptotic index (AI) which denoted growth index (Ki-67/AI ratio, GI) to predict pathological response to preoperative chemotherapy, and the pattern of their modifications following chemotherapy in women with locally advanced breast cancer. Archival material of diagnostic biopsies and surgical specimens from 106 patients were examined. Response rate to chemotherapy in this group was 95 %, eight (8 %) patients achieved a pathological complete remission (pCR) and five (5 %) had a progressive/stable disease (PD/SD). The expression of Ki-67 and AI were assessed using immunohistochemistry and in situ DNA nick labeling assay respectively. Higher baseline level of Ki-67 and GI were associated with an improved pathological response (p = 0.0001 and p = 0.008), but the degree of correlation with GI was no greater than that with Ki-67 alone. Ki-67 below 1 % highly indicated a lack of tumor response. High AI which characterized the opposite chemo-sensitive tumors, pCR vs. PD/SD (p = 0.72) implied that treatment response was not influenced by the "presence" or "absence" of apoptosis. A significant decrease in Ki-67 (p < 0.001), AI (p = 0.035) and GI (p = 0.008) was found following chemotherapy, but percentage change in biomarker values revealed an increase in a number of cases. Higher initial Ki-67 and AI was associated with profound reduction of GI and raising value of GI after treatment, respectively. Such a variance of a given parameter elicited by chemotherapy may have various impact on disease outcome.